FibeRobo: Fabricating 4D Fiber Interfaces by Continuous Drawing of Temperature Tunable Liquid Crystal Elastomers
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Figure 1: Pipeline from actuating fibers to 4D fabrics. From left to right, 1) FibeRobo being produced in a custom UV drawing machine, 2) 750m of fiber produced in a day, 3) machine knitting with FibeRobo, 4) weaving with FibeRobo, 5) a telepresence canine compression jacket.

ABSTRACT

We present FibeRobo, a thermally-actuated liquid crystal elastomer (LCE) fiber that can be embedded or structured into textiles and enable silent and responsive interactions with shape-changing, fiber-based interfaces. Three definitive properties distinguish FibeRobo from other actuating threads explored in HCI. First, they exhibit rapid thermal self-reversing actuation with large displacements (~40%) without twisting. Second, we present a reproducible UV fiber drawing setup that produces hundreds of meters of fiber with a sub-millimeter diameter. Third, FibeRobo is fully compatible with existing textile manufacturing machinery such as weaving looms, embroidery, and industrial knitting machines. This paper contributes to developing temperature-responsive LCE fibers, a facile and scalable fabrication pipeline with optional heating element integration for digital control, mechanical characterization, and the establishment of higher hierarchical textile structures and design space. Finally, we introduce a set of demonstrations that illustrate the design space FibeRobo enables.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Researchers in HCI have grown increasingly interested in actuating fiber and fabrics as a medium for interactive surfaces. By blending textiles’ softness and flexibility with actuators’ morphing capabilities, these interfaces offer a novel approach to designing interactive systems that can seamlessly integrate into our daily lives. However, creating complex fabric interfaces often requires new processes that are significantly different and incompatible with the standard approaches used to knit and weave fabrics. For example, many approaches to creating interactive fabrics require either: embedded hard components that diminish the affordances of cloth [5], complex digital design tools for implementation [14, 27], or require unintuitive manipulations of fabric [12, 20, 30, 35]. While these methods can produce unique fabric interfaces, they are estranged from traditional textile fabrication and machinery. Instead, we propose that creating a fiber that could be purchased as a raw material and is compatible with unmodified fabric machinery affords users the benefits of well-developed textile workflows while minimizing the approach-specific know-how and equipment.

To achieve this goal and facilitate the future of textile shape displays, we introduce FibeRobo: a morphing liquid crystal elastomer (LCE) fiber, and its fabrication approach to generate continuous lengths of such fibers with a desktop fiber drawing machine. The fiber exhibits a self-reversing contraction in response to thermal stimuli. We described two resin compositions that respond to different temperature ranges i) from 51°C to 86°C and ii) from 26°C to 66°C. The latter of which is responsive to body temperature. Our fabrication setup allows rapid production of continuous ultra-long (>100m) spools of FibeRobo that are compatible with textile fabrication processes such as embroidery, knitting, and weaving. All while being silent, inexpensive, and machine washable.

This paper presents a novel programmable actuating fiber, FibeRobo, compatible with many standard fabric manufacturing and prototyping techniques. We aim for FibeRobo to be easy for textile and interaction designers to adopt and create fabric interfaces. Briefly, this is done by 1) developing an automated, continuous, DIY, minimal-cost UV fiber spinning setup that will enable textile designers to create their supply of FibeRobo customized for their application, 2) adding sensing and actuation capabilities through the incorporation of heating elements or conductive coatings, 3) developing fabrication workflows for machine embroidery, weaving, and knitting FibeRobo with embedded heating elements, 4) creating the first body-temperature responsive liquid-crystal elastomer fiber for responsive wearables, and 5) developing illustrative demos to showcase the potential of FibeRobo for 4D textile displays.

2 RELATED WORKS
Textiles are a promising space for creating “intimate” [7] and tactile interfaces that can be worn on the body and integrated into everyday fabric objects such as clothing and furniture. Fabric affords flexibility and comfort where rigid electronic devices fall short [25]. Researchers have explored a variety of applications of e-textiles [3, 21, 27, 29, 38] and developed various techniques for creating interactive textiles. Across these techniques, three themes emerge. These are embedded hardware, textile engineering, and shape-changing and sensing materials. These approaches represent a tension between the practices of different stakeholders in e-textile design. Embedded hardware aligns e-textile design with the practices of interaction designers who already build rigid tangible interfaces. However, stiff and bulky components contradict fabric’s soft and wearable affordances [7]. Engineering interaction between the textile and fibers can retain these affordances but introduces new challenges as novel materials are often incompatible with textile manufacturing techniques and design practices [41].

2.1 Embedding Hardware Into Textiles
The most common approach to creating textile interfaces is to embed hardware that actuates and senses the fabric. In a sense, these interfaces use textiles as a membrane for standard interactive components such as rigid buttons, slider knobs, LEDs, and microcontrollers. This approach can make designing textile interfaces widely accessible to interaction designers accustomed to working with electronics and has been widely adopted (e.g., LilyPad [5]). To align textile design practices with the practices of interaction and hardware designers, researchers have explored manufacturing techniques that integrate hardware directly into textiles. Hudson and Peng et al. embed rigid stiffeners into 3D printed fabric objects [26], and Rivera et al. developed a method for 3D printing rigid components onto textiles [30]. Albaugh et al. developed a machine knitting method for embedding tendons into a knitted fabric which a motor actuates [3]. Embedding artificial muscles into engineered fabrics can produce complex haptic interfaces. Kim et al. integrate these actuators into a knit sleeve that can locomote along the arm [16].

2.2 Engineering Textiles
Stretching beyond the limits of integrated hardware requires interactive properties (e.g., actuation, sensing) to be engineered into the textile. For example, Albaugh et al. created entirely knitted actuators by engineering spacer fabrics [4], and Luo et al. developed knitted capacitive sensors [19]. Multiple researchers have explored techniques for creating 3D-printed textiles using conventional FDM methods [8, 10, 35].

2.3 Morphing Fibers
Beyond engineering the textile and embedding hardware, researchers have taken a material science approach to create morphing fibers. Fabrics built with these fibers result in programmable fabric interfaces. For example, Kilic-Afsar et al. offer a robust actuating
### Table 1: Comparison of fiber actuators in HCI literature. We report exact values when possible and appropriate. Green coloring highlights the particular strength of a given approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sProject</th>
<th>Actuator</th>
<th>Actuation Stimuli</th>
<th>Contraction (%)</th>
<th>Actuation Speed</th>
<th>Hysteresis</th>
<th>Textile compatibility</th>
<th>Self-reversing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OmniFiber [1]</td>
<td>McRobbie (requires loud pump)</td>
<td>Pneumatic (~60°C, silent)</td>
<td>~32%</td>
<td>Fast (~1 sec)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Machine knitting, weaving, hand sewing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModiFiber [11]</td>
<td>Coated TCP muscles</td>
<td>Thermal (~60°C, silent)</td>
<td>~5%</td>
<td>Slow (~5 min)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Hand sewing, weaving</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KnitDermis [15]</td>
<td>SMA Springs LCE</td>
<td>Thermal (~45°C, silent)</td>
<td>~50%</td>
<td>Fast (~1 sec)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Hand sewing/threading</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FibeRobo</td>
<td>Liquid Crystal Elastomers</td>
<td>Thermal (~40-60°C, silent)</td>
<td>~40%</td>
<td>Fast (~8 sec)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Machine knitting, embroidery, weaving, sewing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pneumatic fiber with high-frequency displacements and the ability to be knit and sewn [1]. However, it requires a bulky and noisy pump to actuate. Kim et al.'s KnitDermis [15] integrates shape-memory alloys into knitted structures to create textile shape displays. This work showcases the potential for actuation-integrated fabrics for on-body wearable haptic effects such as twisting, compression, and pinching. However, the actuator requires manual intervention to reset the actuated fabric. Forman et al. develop a self-reversing alternative using silicone-coated twisted-then-coiled polymer muscles made from sewing thread [11]; however, producing such fiber is labor intensive, requires high temperature, has limited actuation (4%), and takes ~5 minutes to actuate. Actuation temperatures above body temperature can also present safety concerns for garments and other on-body applications [1, 11, 15]. In this regard, liquid crystal elastomer fibers bring great potential with their response time of ~1 second, a quick recovery time of up to a few seconds, and a tunable transition temperature below the body temperature [18, 31–33].

Existing implementations of self-actuating fibers have limitations in contraction length, speed, reversibility, and seamless integration into soft textile structures. Table 1 shows the properties designers must trade off to utilize a variety of morphing fibers. These properties are actuation stimuli, large contractions, low hysteresis (i.e., it can be actuated many times without wearing out), compatibility with textile tools, and the ability to self-reverse actuation.

Liquid crystal elastomers have emerged as a promising candidate for artificial muscle fibers. These solid elastic materials incorporate liquid crystal molecules that undergo a temperature-driven phase change from an ordered (isotropic) to a disordered (anisotropic) phase [32, 33]. In practice, these materials will change properties in response to temperature changes. For example, a material will shrink at one temperature and expand at a lower temperature. By controlling the temperature of the material (e.g., heating a fabric), we can program the material behaves. LCEs are an attractive alternative to shape-memory alloys, which require expensive training for two-way actuation, have high hysteresis, and must be coiled to enable actuation above 5% [15]. In contrast, LCEs are self-reversing, hysteresis-free, and have large displacements of 40% without coiling [18]. Despite these advantages, LCEs have been underutilized as programmable matter because, until recently, the actuation speeds were on the order of minutes, and transition temperatures were not skin-safe (60-150 °C). Two innovations in LCE synthesis and fabrication methods have addressed these barriers. Saed et al. reduced the transition temperature to 45°C, making it safe for actuation by body temperature [32]. Second, Lin et al. developed a streamlined technique to fabricate continuous LCE fibers [18].

Despite these advances, many challenges remain in integrating the interactive properties of LCE into textiles. First, the setup described by Lin et al. [18] produces fiber that fuses, making large spools impossible to produce. Second, LCE fibers that actuate at skin-safe temperatures do not exist, and textiles using existing LCE fibers require high actuation temperatures of 60°C. Third, there has been little investigation into knitting, weaving, and embedding these fibers to make higher-level morphing textile structures and interfaces with I/O integration. Silva et al. have preliminarily investigated morphing fibers into primitive woven structures, including twill and plain weaves; however, higher-level behaviors such as pleating and heating element integration for digital control are not explored [34].

### 3 GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The authors of this work include materials scientists, interaction designers, professional craftspeople, craft researchers, and researchers closely integrated into craft communities. These perspectives were used to derive three idealized guiding principles that enable a novel textile material to produce unique and novel e-textile designs and morphing fabric interfaces. In sections 8 and 9, we discuss the way and extent to which each criterion is fulfilled.

#### 3.1 Integrated Interactivity

To function as an interface, the material and system powering it must be ‘interactive.’ The actuation should be quick, noticeable, and self-reversing. The material must be skin safe to be a tangible and wearable interface. Electrical control of the actuation (i.e., through resistive heating) is needed to connect the physical form with digital...
3.2 Process Compatibility

To access the extensive capabilities of well-developed textile fabrication approaches, FibeRobo needs to have the affordances of standard fibers. It should be able to be manufactured to abundant lengths allowing designers to cut, tear, knot, and scrap the fiber without a second thought. The fiber must also be compatible with many different textile manufacturing techniques. For example, like conventional fibers, LCE fibers must have a consistent thickness so that they do not jam machinery; and be thin but with sufficient mechanical strength so that it does not break during use. While the fiber plays a lead role in the finished product, it should vanish into the chorus of materials during fabrication. The ultimate goal of process compatibility is craft-person compatibility – meaning that craftspeople can create interactive fabrics without substantially altering their practices. Since this requires external validation outside the scope of this work, we focus on producing a fiber that works on the most basic levels with the common tools and techniques employed by textile designers.

3.3 Modifiable Materiality

Textiles have applications spanning space suits, prosthetic liners, and couture. Each domain has its own design specifications, fiber requirements, and fabrication approaches which vary considerably. In the same way that SMA can be purchased in a range of diameters and actuation temperatures, FibeRobo should work across various actuation temperatures, allow different diameters and colors, and afford different sensing capabilities. For example, we should be able to program the actuation of the yarn to respond to specific temperatures at specific speeds. In addition, the fiber should be adaptable to allow the actuation stimuli (e.g., light, heat, electricity) to change.

4 FIBEROBO MATERIAL

In this work, we use advances [18, 32] in liquid crystal elastomer fabrication to create a morphing fiber that meets our guiding principles and can create interactive textiles. At lower temperatures (e.g., room temperature), the crystal molecules in an LCE are aligned to form a stretched-out material. As the temperature increases, these molecules fall out of alignment and cause the material to contract. To create FibeRobo, we synthesize a liquid resin containing LCE molecules. This resin can be extruded into even fiber strands and cured into a solid fiber using UV light. The resulting solid fibers are flexible and elastic with heat-responsive actuation.

5 FABRICATING FIBEROBO

To follow the principle of process compatibility, FibeRobo must be manufactured with a quick continuous process to create hundreds of meters of fiber. At these lengths, the fiber is non-precious and can be shared and worked with like any other fiber without fear of wasting hours of lab work. Additionally, long fiber lengths are necessary for uninterrupted knitting, weaving, and embroidery of larger samples and applications. We have developed a low-cost continuous LCE fiber drawing machine to create FibeRobo at these lengths and with material properties compatible with various textile production methods.

With this machine, FibeRobo is relatively inexpensive to produce. At our current fabrication scale, LCE with a diameter of .5 mm has a material cost of €20/meter. For context, this is 30-60
times less expensive than SMA of the same diameter, which costs $6.25-$12.50/meter [44]. Our labor cost is nominal since a single team member can easily synthesize and draw 750 meters of LCE fiber in a single workday. To enable the adoption of FibeRobo, the process and materials for replicating the machine are described in the Supplementary Materials. We provide these instructions in alignment with modifiable materiality to aid makers in producing fibers with properties explicitly tuned to their applications. While the resin synthesis requires a fume hood, spinning and working with the resulting fiber can happen anywhere. Still, the need for a ventilated hood and machine-building experience limits the accessibility of reproduction; however, we only intend for this to be a temporary solution to allow external replication and experimentation. In Reconfigurable Elastic Metamaterials Yang et al. [40] pursue an alternate strategy to making their metamaterials accessible by designing them to be a commercial stock material. Similarly, since FibeRobo can be cheaply and continuously produced, we envision it being a commercial product that people can buy in varieties and directly use on their unmodified textile machinery.

To make the fiber, we adopt Lin et al.’s method for continuously spinning LCE fibers by extruding LCE inks through a 3D-printed nozzle [18]. Instead of depositing the inks onto a surface, the filaments are pulled onto a rotating coil and cured midair via two UV LEDs. We address two critical limitations of this spinning process that limit the process compatibility of the resulting fiber. First, limited UV exposure and the absence of a coating process result in fibers that fuse if layered, making large spools impossible. We address this by using UV-led strips to increase UV exposure along the length reducing the tendency to fuse. We dip the fiber in mineral oil mid-cure to create a barrier between fibers. Second, the fibers produced with the prior approach coiled, making them incompatible with common textile equipment such as embroidery and knitting machines. The coiling is due to the fibers only being cured on one side, creating a quasi-bilayer structure that curls. We addressed this by including Waveform Lighting 365 nm UV strips on both sides of the fiber, balancing the curing and allowing faster spinning speeds. We also increase the photoinitiator concentration to 2 wt% to increase the crosslinking speed. Third, the prior approach requires an expensive ($1,000) print head (Hyrel KR215) that requires ~$200 15ml stainless steel cartridges making bulk ink preparation costly. Instead, we developed a low-cost syringe pump using 3D-printed and inexpensive parts. Our complete syringe pump (including motor drivers, heating elements, and thermo-coupling) comes to ~$250. Additionally, we can customize the syringe holder for 5, 10, 20, or 30 ml high-pressure polyacrylamide syringe cartridges at ~$4/piece, allowing ample batch preparation. Beyond that, we developed a UV-blocking acrylic enclosure that allows safe observation of fiber spinning and reduces wind.

In the following subsections, we detail the process of fabricating FibeRobo. We start with how we produce the LCE resins. Then we describe the construction and use of our spinning machine. Third, we describe optional post-processing steps to turn FibeRobo into a sensing and actuating fiber. Finally, we detail key safety considerations.

1https://www.hyrel3d.com/portfolio/kra-15/

5.1 Resin Synthesis

This section describes the process for creating the precursor resins for fiber synthesis. Along the principle of modifiable materiality, we describe two compositions with two different actuation temperatures (65°C and 47°C). The Appendix contains advice for successful synthesis, the full name and qualitative description of each raw material, the purpose of each component, and their purchase origin.

5.1.1 High-temperature High Contraction Fiber Resin Preparation.

15 g of RM82 and .105 g of BHT are added to a glass vial and placed in a 110°C toaster oven until completely melted. 4.5 mL of EDDET and 800 µL of TATATO are added to the vial and mixed. The vial is returned to the oven until completely clear. Next, 0.42 g of I-651 and 100 µL of DPA are added to the vial and vigorously mixed. The solution is centrifuged at 3,000 RPM for 3 minutes to remove air bubbles. In the Supplementary Materials, we also describe an alternate centrifuge-free procedure. The rubber seal is then maneuvered into a syringe, and a 3D-printed high-strength plunger is added. The syringe can now be stored in a cool dark place for up to one week before use. However, if more than a day has passed, the resin should be heated to 80°C to reset the material.

5.1.2 Low-temperature Low Contraction Fiber Resin Preparation.

By combining RM82 with RM257, the transition temperature is lowered from 65°C to 47°C; however, the actuation displacement is reduced from ~35% to ~31% (see Table 2). The process for resin synthesis is similar to that of high-temperature resin, with some differences. First, 15 g of RM82, 5 g of RM257, and .62 g of BHT are added to one vial and melted at 80°C. At the same time, 7.5 mL of GDMP is preheated in a separate vial at 80°C. In rapid succession, the two vials are mixed, and .47 g of I-651 and 1.7 mL of TATATO are added and mixed vigorously. Finally, .47 mL of TEA is added, combined, and transferred to a syringe before centrifuge degassing.

5.2 Continuous Spinning

Our machine, shown in Figure 3, includes 1) a temperature-controlled syringe pump for extruding high-viscosity fluids, 2) a drawing spool to align and thin the fibers, 3) UV light channels to cross-link and cure the fiber, 4) a dip coat stage to coat the LCE fiber in generic mineral oil to ensure easy unspooling, and 5) a UV blocking enclosure to ensure safe viewing of the drawing process.

In this machine, fibers are formed in a four-step process. First, the resin is preheated in the syringe pump to ~34°C to lower its viscosity and facilitate extrusion. In Step 1, the resin is extruded out of the syringe. In Step 2, the fiber is cured by UV light. The fiber is then grabbed with tweezers, easily stretched around the pulley spool through the second UV light channel (Step 3), and collected in Step 4 onto the final spool.

During drawing, four main parameters affect the properties of the resulting fiber. These are 1) extrusion speed, 2) pulley speed, 3) uptake spool speed, and 4) UV light intensity. When properly coordinated, these parameters result in stable fiber spinning for the entirety of the loaded syringe. For a given extrusion speed, a forgiving range of uptake and pulley speeds will work and tend to vary slightly by batch. An in-depth analysis of the general process is given by [18].
Figure 3: Overview of the fiber fabrication process. First, a viscous resin is extruded, stretched, and cured with UV light. Then the fiber is dipped in oil, and the UV curing is completed as the fiber ascends to the final collection spool.

Figure 4: FibeRobo with different diameters of 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and 2.0 mm (bottom to top) plied with conductive wire.

5.3 Post-Processing: Twining, Braiding, and Dyeing

We can modify the materiality of the fiber by adding sensing and resistive heating capabilities by post-processing the basic morphing fiber to incorporate conductive wires and coatings. Following the principle of integrated interactivity, the solution proposed should be elegant and robust without compromising the soft and flexible nature of the fiber.

5.3.1 Twining and Braiding with Heating Element. In some cases, users may desire a single fiber with an integrated heating and/or sensing element to use as a basic tendon actuator. This can be achieved by combining FibeRobo with a conductive thread to create a composite thread with resistive heating and capacitive sensing elements, as shown in Figure 4. Plying is the traditional technique for combining two threads by twisting them; however, this technique is unsuitable for FibeRobo as the twisting results in torsional actuation making textile actuation unpredictable. The heating element must be wrapped around the LCE fiber for linear actuation. Doing so is quickly achieved by hanging the LCE fiber from a drill...
with a 5g weight. The drill is then spun as the hand guides the winding of the conductive thread around the fiber.

While the plying process is useful for the early-stage production of short fibers, it is too tedious for longer lengths. As a solution, we recreated an open-source DIY Maypole Braiding machine [37] shown in Figure 5a-b to quickly make long, stable, non-twisting, multi-ply fibers with embedded heating and sensing wires. While the braiding introduces some twist, we can easily create a non-twisting braid by keeping an equal number of FibeRobo strands on each side of the braid, forming a torque-balanced structure. This specific machine allows up to 6 fibers to be combined, allowing a variety of combinations such as including two wires; one could be a heating element and the other a capacitive sensor. For the heating elements, we use litz wires (10/44, Mike’s Electronic Hardware) which are strands of enameled copper shielded with a textile braiding. The thin form factor and textile shielding afford the appearance and feel of a regular thread. They have a copper core, so their resistance is lower than most conductive threads. This low resistance is more conducive to faster heating and larger scales. We use a silk-coated litz wire instead of synthetic conductive threads as it does not shrink or melt when heated. We also found hand braids to be perfectly functional, albeit labor-intensive, for prototyping.

Figure 5 shows the braid in the unactuated (5c) and actuated (5d) states. With 2.5A and 8.5V, the braid contracts 37% in 8 seconds and reverses back to its original length in 30 seconds. From the power parameters, we can derive the minimum normalized power per unit length of the braid to be 4.71*10^-2 W/mm.

These hybrid fibers are not recommended for knitting, weaving, and embroidery as they may cause pile-ups and unpredictable fabric actuation. For these three processes, we suggest that the conductive fiber should be integrated separately. We describe and verify the workflow for each in section 7.

5.3.2 Conductive Carbon Black Dyeing. As a continuation of integrated actuation, we developed a process to add a conductive coating onto the fiber’s surface to enable capacitive and stretch sensing. We adopted an absorption approach for creating electromechanical cell culture surfaces [2]. We produced conductive LCE fibers and fabrics by soaking samples in a 7 wt% Carbon Black (CB) and toluene solution. The samples were immersed in the dye for 6 hours, then dried in an 80°C oven for 1 hour.

5.4 Safety
Again in the spirit of integrated interaction, FibeRobo is intended to be used by researchers and textile designers for various applications, including on-body wearables. As such, the safety of the material was a priority. We selected compositions with confirmed biocompatibility and a solvent-free synthesis process that minimizes the use of hazardous materials and waste. In short, the final fiber is completely safe, but some precautions are needed for the synthesis.

First, the resin synthesis and carbon black dyeing should be performed in a fume hood with gloves, a coat, and goggles. However, once the resin is prepared, it is non-hazardous, as several works have studied the biocompatibility of LCEs with a composition nearly identical to FibeRobo. Specifically, Yakacki et al. found no cytotoxicity for the fiber resin and the fully cured LCE [39]. Further studies have supported this claim saying, “These findings are strong evidence towards verifying LCEs as a safe and stable material for use in physiological conditions and fulfilling applications as a biomaterial” [33]. Once cured and solidified, the fibers can be handled and worked with normally. As a note, the fully cured fiber has no discernible smell providing immediate, albeit qualitative, evidence of complete crosslinking.

A mild hazard [45] is that UV eye protection should be worn when observing the 365 nm UV lights used to cure the fiber. As a result, we use UV-protective glasses when the door is open. We also built an acrylic enclosure with an inexpensive yellow film that blocks 99% of UV light allowing close fiber spinning observation without glasses.
6 FIBER CHARACTERIZATION

This section demonstrates the actuated stroke generated in FibeRobo, the mechanical forces generated, and the response to thermal cycling. As discussed earlier, we can tune the actuation temperature of the fiber through different resin compositions. Here we characterize these fibers to aid in material selection and to support modifiable materiality.

6.1 Temperature vs. Actuation

We intentionally selected existing LCE compositions that prior works have thoroughly characterized. Still, we devised a frugal test for researchers to quickly validate and measure the Tni onset (actuation start temperature), Tni offset (actuation end temperature), and contraction ratio. The validation begins with 8cm fiber samples immersed in a 100°C water bath with a thermistor. The water is allowed to cool, with length measurements recorded at 10°C intervals. This process enables the Tni offset, Tni onset, and contraction ratio to be measured. Table 2 shows the resulting values compared with the referenced literature.

While the body-temperature composition only reaches full actuation at 66±2°C, the majority of the actuation occurs at the Tni midpoint of 47±2°C which is below pain thresholds [32]. In our experience, heating the body temperature fiber on the skin feels mildly warm.

6.2 Diameter vs. Load and Thermocycling Speed

In this section, we measure the effect of varying fiber diameters (0.5mm, 0.7mm, and 1mm) on the speed and force of actuating fiber. Fibers wrapped in a thin wire, similar to those in Figure 4, were loaded into an Instron Universal Tester under negligible tension. Since the fiber is statically held during actuation, the helical coil wrapping does not add significant loads. The fibers were resistively heated with 0.2A (Voltage was ∼15V, but this depended on the exact length/resistivity of the sample). Figure 6a shows the load vs. temperature curves for a single slow cycle. As expected, the force scales with the diameter of the fiber, with the thickest fiber producing the highest loads.

The fibers were repeatedly cycled between their maximum and minimum loads with 0.2 A of current (Figure 6b). Although the thinnest fibers produce less force (0.045 N) than the thickest fibers (0.13 N), they can cycle much faster (∼6.66 cHz) than the thickest sample (∼2.86 cHz). The faster cycling of the thinner fiber is owed to a greater surface area to volume ratio, meaning the fibers can absorb and dissipate heat more rapidly. Since the load scales linearly with the number of fibers [18, 31], one could likely achieve rapid high-force actuation by combining many tiny threads into a woven fabric. Note that the current used for heating was conservatively low to allow clear comparison and temperature measurements, and faster actuation is likely possible with a higher current.

6.3 Strain vs. Resistivity

In this section, we characterize the piezoresistive behavior of a carbon black coated FibeRobo for a single fiber, a woven fabric, and a knit fabric. As described earlier, FibeRobo can be coated in carbon black, allowing the fiber to act as a resistive stretch sensor. As the fiber stretches, the carbon black coating becomes thinner and disrupts, thereby increasing the resistivity of the thread. Figure 7a shows the difference in surface texture in relaxed (top) and stretched (bottom) states. To characterize the change in resistance due to stretching, we loaded a 5cm long 750 μm carbon black coated
Figure 7: Carbon black coating for resistive sensing: a) top: an unstretched 857-micron fiber coated in carbon black, bottom: the same thread (now 488 microns in the stretched state). b) resistance change due to fiber stretching. c) resistance vs. strain for a plain woven sample with embedded FibeRobo. d) resistance vs. strain for a 2cmx5cm knitted band.

fiber into an Instron Universal Tester. The resistance is 11.72 MΩ at rest and 55.9 MΩ at 22% elongation. As shown in Figure 7b, the change in resistance due to strain is roughly linear. While no resistance could be measured after 22% elongation, the conductivity is quickly restored once the fiber is released. When actuated, the resistance is 2.03 MΩ.

For the woven characterization shown in Figure 7c, we prepared a 10x10 cm plain weave, with three rows in the middle being a single conductive Fiberobo with a 1mm diameter. The Instron stretched the sample along the elastic weft to generate a strain vs. resistivity plot. It exhibited a linear increase starting at 20.95 M Ohm and ended at 60.55 MΩ at 45% strain before reversibly losing conductivity. The durability of the coating was assessed by measuring the resistivity of the fiber before and after weaving. These measurements revealed an increase from .21 MΩ/cm to 0.54 MΩ/cm, indicating some degradation, albeit still functional.

For the knit characterization shown in Figure 7d, we prepared a 2x5cm knit conductive strip and measured the strain vs. resistivity on the Instron. The behavior was also roughly linear: it started at 0.603 MΩ and ended at 3.304 MΩ at 350% strain, after which the knit ripped. The fiber’s ability to maintain conductivity despite large strains is owed to the inherent stretchability of knits and the lowered resistances are due to the inter-knitting of the conductive fiber, which creates multiple conductive pathways. The durability of the coating was assessed by knitting another 2x5cm, then unraveling it and comparing resistivity. The 1mm coated fiber had an initial resistance of .23 MΩ/cm, whereas the resistance increased to .609 MΩ after knitting and unraveling, indicating some non-critical degradation.

7 FABRICATING WITH FIBEROBO

Once we produce the fiber, we can employ techniques that traditionally use non-reactive fibers. A key benefit of FibeRobo is its compatibility with standard textile manufacturing techniques and machines. This feature speaks to process compatibility as we can integrate shape-changing properties into various textiles and garments without modifying textile designers’ equipment.

The following subsections present demonstrative interactive textile designs made with FibeRobo. We organize these demonstrations based on the textile manufacturing process we used to create the design and characterize the critical properties of FibeRobo that made it compatible with these crafting practices. We also outline the best practices and parameters we found essential for prototyping.

7.1 Embroidery Compatibility

Embroidery involves using hand- or machine-based methodologies to sew patterns with thread onto a material. A person or machine uses different stitches and threads to create images and unique textures on top of a fabric. Embroidery with FibeRobo allows us to augment existing textiles with morphing motifs. Through careful design of the stitch density and patterns, we can construct different morphing primitives using both hand and machine embroidery techniques.


In Figure 8, we developed a morphing bra to illustrate FibeRobo’s responsiveness to body temperature and sewing compatibility. In the rest state, the bra provides relaxed support with some contraction. Once the user begins exercising and their body temperature increases, the fibers contract around the breasts providing additional support; as the user cools down, the bra will become loose again. This application also demonstrates how the modifiable materiality of the fiber enables integrated interactivity. By designing the actuation temperature of the resin to be responsive to body temperature, we enable passive sensing and actuation on the body with no additional hardware or wiring. The resulting bra is interactive but entirely made of fabric.


In this application, we demonstrate FibeRobo’s responsiveness to ambient heat sources and compatibility with embroidery machines. The self-reversing actuation shown in Figure 9 takes ~5 minutes in each direction. While this actuation is relatively slow, this demo shows that FibeRobo does not require direct coupling with a heating element for controllable actuation. Light, or infrared heating, are two potential modes of remotely controlled actuation.
Figure 8: An adaptive support sports bra with hand-sewn continuous FibeRobo patterns. (a) sports bra prototype on a medium-sized mannequin, (b) a close-up image showing the unactuated state, and (c) the actuated state.

Figure 9: In this application, we demonstrate the aesthetic affordances of ‘livingness’ with a blooming lamp. When one turns on the light, the heat warms the fibers causing them to contract and lift the petals.

Figure 10: (a) Stroke width, (b) Stitch spacing, (c) Double-sided threading, and (d) Staggered stitches lead to different folding angles.

7.1.3 Embroidery Development: Stitch Density. For these demonstrations, we use embroidery tools employed widely by textile makers. We use a Brother SE500 machine and two open-source embroidery programs to explore stitch design: for detailed line work, we use PEmbroidery [42], and for organic geometries, we use Inkstitch. We also explored a variety of fabrics, including cotton, neoprene, organza, and dry oilskin. The sample in Figure 11 was done on dry oilskin fabric with a 200-micron thread diameter to modulate bobbin tension, and silk thread was paired with the FibeRobo to create a bilayer actuator.

Sample characterization involved iteratively varying stroke width, stitch spacing, and double-sided threading (Figure 10, a–c). Stroke width (Figure 10a): the larger the width, the larger the displacement of LCE fiber, thus more considerable deformation. Stitch spacing (Figure 10b): the larger the stitch spacing, the less the constraint between the substrates and threads, therefore, larger deformation. Double-sided threading (Figure 10c): LCE fiber is placed at the bobbin, while other threads are at the upper. Stitches staggered with the minor overlap led to sharper pleat actuation (Figure 10d).
7.1.4 Embroidery Development: Integration of a Heating Element. In addition, we explored the machine embroidery integration of LCE fiber and conductive thread. (Figure 11). This implementation used LCE fibers and conductive thread as the bobbin thread because of the LCE elasticity and conductive thread stiffness. As a result, this is a two-step process where the LCE fiber is first loaded into the bobbin and embroidered with a Brother SE500 machine. We then repeat the embroidery with a conductive thread (silver-coated polyamide, AGSIS) bobbin. The conductive thread was used instead of litz wire as the litz wire tended to jam the machine. We used a cotton thread as the top thread for both.

7.2 Weaving
Weaving involves interlocking warp and weft components to create a fabric structure. Woven designs can transform into complex, multidimensional structures for soft goods, apparel, and interior applications by manipulating the placement of warp and weft threads. Researchers have previously used LCE fibers to create intelligent textiles by hand sewing them into woven fabrics [31]. However, they had to heat the woven material to 80°C to actuate, risking harm to human skin when worn directly on the body; this is similar to most other thermally triggered textiles requiring high actuation temperatures [11]. Our woven embodiments use a body-temperature fiber with a transition start temperature as low as 30°C. Additionally, in our approach, we also directly weave with the LCE fibers and take advantage of the woven structure’s precise ability to determine actuation geometry.

7.2.1 Weaving Application: ShadeRobo. In this application, we demonstrate ShadeRobo (Figure 12) for silent shape-changing curtains. Without the presence of thermal stimuli, the curtains cover the window. The curtains rise once current runs through the fabric, revealing the window. In this demo, we do not want the fiber to be responsive to sunlight-induced heat, as we want the curtain to block the light. By applying the principle of modifiable materiality, we use the higher-temperature fiber for actuation and the litz wire for resistive heating. For this 5cmx5cm swatch, we use 4V and 2.5A to actuate the fabric. The fabric reaches full contraction in two minutes and reverses to its original form after one minute of cooling. While we can increase the actuation speed by including more litz wire, rapid actuation is unnecessary for this application. Instead, we prioritized minimizing the power demands by only integrating 8 rows of litz wire for actuation. Unlike other automated retractable curtains, the actuation of ShadeRobo is entirely silent.

7.2.2 Weaving Development: Floats. In Figure 13, we leverage woven fabrics with float structures to create sharp pleats upon actuation. A weaver creates floats by skipping one or more wefts over warp ends, creating two layers of connected fabric with different structural densities. Other ways to achieve similar effects may include pleating, sewing, and integrating complex weave structures. Our handwoven samples distinguish themselves from alternative techniques by the structural actuation involving no post-production manipulation. Our strategic placement of FibeRobo enables the transition from a two-dimensional to a three-dimensional form. Hence, we achieve the accordion form (Figure 13) through 5 mm long float structures on the woven sample’s front and back.

Figure 13 also demonstrates how we tested different float lengths for woven structures; this investigation provided insight into how the actuation potential and the sharpness varies based on LCE float lengths. By creating floats of 0.5cm, 1.5cm, and 2.75cm as vertical and diagonal weft structures, we strategically placed floats on the front and back of larger woven samples to create multidimensional, origami-like folding designs. Weft floats were intentionally staggered based on warp threads to increase the sharpness of the pleating, which is the most visible in the samples with a float length of 0.5cm. This investigation highlights how the actuation potential and the crease sharpness of each of these LCE float lengths provide a framework for the future exploration of actuated, origami-inspired woven structures.

7.2.3 Weaving Development: Integration of Heating Element. We explored weaving LCE fibers with a silk-covered litz wire which acts as a non-elastic heating element (10/44, Mike’s Electronic Hardware). We utilized these heating elements with 8cm by 8cm woven samples, each containing a float length of 1.5cm. As a result, we created a stable, reversibly actuated woven structure that we can digitally control through joule heating (Figure 14, a-d).
Figure 12: A demonstration of how heat actuation influences the form of window application through an 8x8 cm woven sample with FibeRobo and silk-coated nichrome wire. (a) ShadeRobo with no heat; (b) ShadeRobo responds to a current of 4V and 2.5A that is run through a silk litz wire. (c) thermal imaging of the unpowered curtain; (d) thermal imaging of the powered curtain.

Figure 13: 8 cm x 8 cm woven samples with FibeRobo; (a) top: a woven piece with nano-plated silver conductive weft threads and a 1.5 cm LCE float, bottom: the actuated state of the sample; (b) top: a woven sample with a 2.75 cm LCE float, bottom: the actuated state; (c) top: a woven sample with a 1.5 cm LCE diagonal float, bottom: the actuated state; (d) top: a woven sample with five 0.25 cm floats on alternating sides of the fabric, bottom: the actuated state; (e) top: a woven sample with five 0.5 cm floats on alternating sides of the fabric, bottom: the actuated state; (f) top: a woven sample with five 1 cm floats on alternating side of the fabric, bottom: the actuated state.

Figure 14: Demonstration of how heat actuation influences the form characterization of woven fabric samples using LCE fibers with float lengths of 1.5 cm. (a) demonstration of heating set up; (b) fabric form response to 2.5 amps and 4 V; (c) closeup of the unactuated state; (d) closeup of the actuated state.

7.3 Machine Knitting

In knitting, a continuous yarn is interlocked into a grid of loops to form a fabric. Knitted textiles are typically more breathable, making them an attractive textile architecture for abundant use cases, including but not limited to comfort wear, sportswear, and medical textiles [1].

7.3.1 FurbeRobo: Short-range Teletouch for Human-Dog Interaction.
In this demo, we develop a knitted compression shirt that allows its owner to send their dog a calming hug from afar. During knitting, we embed the jacket with a heating element controlled by a microcontroller. The heat causes knitted FibeRobo to actuate and compress around the dog. Compression jackets are a conventional method for alleviating the separation anxiety experienced by a dog when its owner is away and has been shown by King et al. to significantly reduce markers of anxiety, including increased heart rate [17]. Unlike other compression garments (e.g., [6, 9, 23, 36]) that use bulky inflatable vests, noisy pumps, or uncomfortably high actuation temperatures that require insulation, we designed FibeRobo with integrated interactivity. The material lends itself to a soft and quiet actuation with no additional hardware. Using our
low-temperature fiber, we can produce a lightweight and thin compression garment that feels and looks like fabric. Because our fiber is machine knittable, a knitter could quickly produce the prototype.

In this scenario, the dog wears a loose, comfortable shirt. If the dog begins to whine or bark, the owner (usually outside the office doing lab work) can activate the vest through Bluetooth. An ESP32-controlled mosfet initiates 12V/2.5A battery heating through the litz wire. The vest then warms up and caresses the dog’s torso, allowing the owner to ‘send a hug’ across the room. For documentation and ethical reasons, we demonstrate the prototype on a stuffed animal replica of the initially intended dog. The specific compression force does require testing and tuning to be effective but still comfortable. While this demo communicates the potential of FibeRobo as a digitally controlled affective wearable, future development will require user studies and calibration of the compression forces to prove effectiveness while preserving comfort [9].

### Figure 15: A tubular knitted dog jacket with an embedded heating element that provides thermal and mechanical feedback on the dog’s torso for a calming hug. (a) a beautiful office dog, sadly watching authors prepare a paper submission; (b) a stuffed dog replica wearing the unactuated jacket state; (c) actuated form of the jacket tightened around the torso.

**Figure 15**

7.3.2 **Knitting Development: Structure Search.** Knit designers can control the local structure of a knitted object to produce variable stretchability and stiffness. Recent research has explored ways to design these properties into fully knitted objects [13, 14, 22]. With FibeRobo, we explored and achieved continuous jersey knit (Figure 16, a-d), horizontal inlay (Figure 16, e-f), and lace knit (Figure 16, g-h) techniques on a standard gauge 4.5mm flat-bed weft knitting machine (Brother KH940). The oil and powder coating on the fiber allows it to be appropriately tensioned and run smoothly on the yarn feeder mechanism. This simple and bio-safe post-processing significantly improves the fiber characteristics for withstanding tensions imposed by the yarn tensioning mechanism and the needles.

Another recent technique that attracted the interest of researchers is the “inlay” technique. Inlaying, called “knitweave,” combines knitting and weaving by placing horizontal or vertical yarns between the stitches. We utilized this technique to increase contraction force parallel to the inlay direction and decrease stretchability on demand (Figure 16, c-d).

7.3.3 **Knitting Development: Integration of Heating Element.** Additionally, we explored the knitting of the LCE fiber with a non-elastic heating element, a silk-covered litz wire (Awg38, Rvyuan). We ran both threads through the same yarn carrier and knitted plain jersey fabric on a single bed. We quickly achieved a robust knit structure despite the different elasticities of the two fibers (Figure 17).

Figure 17a combines the lacing technique with five rows of jersey knit with litz wire and LCE fiber. The tubular fabric sample in Figure 17 used approximately 60 meters of continuous LCE fiber and 35 meters of continuous litz wire. Due to the large volume of continuous litz wire, the driving voltage requirements increased to 29V at 0.3A. Thus, we cut the litz wires to connect them in parallel to reduce the driving voltage, allowing localized control of the knit.

8 **DISCUSSION**

Textile interfaces are especially appealing because of the fabric’s inherent tactile and programmable affordances. However, prior approaches to making interfaces out of textiles have focused on superimposing interactive elements (such as buttons, knobs, and sliders) onto fabric membranes. While these techniques succeed in making fabric interactive, the integration of rigid components such as stiff wires and motors often makes the fabric less fabric-like.

In this work, we take a material-centered bottom-up approach to provide textiles that are easier and more compatible with interaction design. Those designers, in turn, can create new types of fabric interfaces that leverage their deep understanding of the benefits,
affordances, and structuring of fabric. This effort is motivated by the assumption that textile designers are already experts in designing interactive textiles but simply lack a tool well fit for their processes. For example, SMA is too stiff for machine knitting, requires manual post-processing for integration, and wears out quickly. On the other hand, an ideal interactive fiber is workable like any other fiber, incorporates sensing and heating elegantly, and is adaptable to different use cases. To achieve this, we informed the development of FibeRobo with the guiding principles of integrated interactivity, process compatibility, and modifiable materiality.

First, for FibeRobo to access the audience of people already skilled in textile design, the fiber needs to be able to leave the lab and enter the knitting machine. To be used like normal fibers, LCE fibers need to be long, even, thin, and flexible with sufficient mechanical strength for textile fabrication machinery. Doing so is nontrivial but led us to develop a DIY and minimal-cost desktop UV fiber drawing setup. With this system, hundreds of meters of machine-knittable fiber can be produced in a single day and handed off to the fabric designer. Through our experimentation and characterization of key parameters related to each fabrication approach, we provide a compass for these fabricators to engender their designs without starting from scratch.

The second principle is integrated interactivity. This principle led us to identify liquid crystal elastomers as promising due to their large contractions, skin safety, and self-reversibility. Our first step is creating a robust method for producing large volumes of even fiber. This method is a good place to start, but more is needed to be a toolkit for textile interfaces. Achieving interactivity required us
to integrate heating and sensing elements without compromising the affordances of a textile. To find the best solutions, we developed multiple techniques conducive to the specific fabrication approach (knitting, weaving, embroidery, braiding).

The third principle, and a key benefit of a bottom-up material approach, is Modifiable Materiality. The diameter of the fiber, and its thermal response speed, can be altered by changing the drawing parameters, such as the extrusion speed and nozzle size. By changing the composition of the precursor resin, one can lower the actuation temperature to enable body-temperature response. While we aimed to make FibeRobo as versatile as possible, we cannot predict and accommodate every use case. However, since external researchers would be making the fiber in-house, they possess an unrestricted ability to extend the design space on their own accord by customizing the precursor material.

9 FUTURE WORK AND LIMITATIONS

Despite our best efforts, the guiding principles could only sometimes be upheld. While aspects of modifiable materiality are synergistic with process compatibility (i.e., dying with carbon black, braiding), the ability to synthesize tailored polymers in a wet lab falls outside of most textile designer’s skill sets. However, we still decided to include that process to make FibeRobo as versatile as possible for those who replicate the work. In the future, we can envision the commercialization of such LCE fibers, which removes the need for wet lab and machine building experience. In the meantime, this method is accessible to researchers with spaces equipped with a portable ductless fume hood or spray painting station with air filtration. We checked with our local EHS team that one could also build their own fume hood [43], assuming they also receive approval from their local EHS team.

Additionally, some technical limitations in liquid crystal elastomers impeded our ability to fulfill the guiding principles. For example, textile designers carefully consider the impact of fashion waste on pollution and landfills. In its current form, FibeRobo is not recyclable; however, emerging developments in biodegradable liquid crystal elastomers could ameliorate that [28]. In some cases, it was not the LCE fiber that inhibited compatibility but the conductive thread. We found the stretchable LCE fiber considerably more straightforward to work with during knitting than the commercially available conductive fibers due to their stiffness.

While we introduced some key techniques for integrated interactivity, there are still several relevant sensing techniques that we still need to employ. For example, future work could apply the pinch, grab, and hover detection developed by Olival et al. in I/O Braid [24]. Similarly, while we demonstrate a set of actuating primitives for weaving, knitting, and embroidery, developing a morphing behavior taxonomy and a detailed exploration of the qualitative design space and implications remains an exciting design challenge. Through developing our illustrative applications, we began to address challenges regarding when and why fabric shape change should occur.

Finally, in section 3.2, we briefly mention craftsperson compatibility. This future goal is motivated by the observation that the textile craft community is already skilled in textile programming and could be ideal collaborators for inventing new interactive textiles. We hypothesize that the less you change their practices, the more they can leverage their years of experience. In this work, we focus purely on the mechanical compatibility of the fiber with unmodified textile tools. Moving forward, we want to paint a bigger picture that interweaves the textile tools and the people operating them through future workshops and investigations.

10 CONCLUSION

In this work, we present FibeRobo, a thermally-actuated liquid crystal elastomer (LCE) fiber that can be embedded or structured into textiles. FibeRobo exhibits three distinct properties that set it apart from other artificial muscles explored in HCI. First, FibeRobo is capable of rapid thermal self-reversing actuation with large displacements (~40%). Second, we present a reproducible UV fiber drawing setup that allows the production of hundreds of meters of fiber with a sub-millimeter diameter. Third, FibeRobo is fully compatible with existing textile manufacturing machinery such as weaving looms, embroidery machines, and knitting machines. We also provide a mechanical characterization of the fibers and demonstrate the ability to establish higher hierarchical textile structures. Finally, we introduce a set of applications that illustrate the design space enabled by FibeRobo, including a bra with dynamic support, a blooming lamp, and a canine compression garment. By providing a robust and manufacturing-minded actuating fiber system, FibeRobo has the potential to enable transformative textile tinkering to anyone with a sewing needle.
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A APPENDICES

A SYNTHESIS GUIDELINES

All measurements for the synthesis can be performed with an analytical balance. However, micropipettes are helpful for liquid volumes. Generally, the synthesis accommodates minor measurement errors; however, errors should still be avoided as they may reduce the contraction length or require slight spinning parameter adjustment. In our experience, minor measurement errors never caused the resin synthesis to fail, but four main errors did cause complete failure. These are: overheating the resin (causing it to crystallize irreversibly), leaving the photoinitiator or final resin in the light during storage (causing the resin to cure prematurely), allowing the resin to cool before adding the initiator (making homogenous mixing impossible due to the high viscosity) and waiting too long (>1 week, but ideally within 24 hours) between preparing the resin and spinning the fiber (resulting in a hardened resin or a weak fiber).

B SYNTHESIS MATERIALS

- **RM82** (1,4-Bis-[4-(6-acryloyloxyhexyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene): A reactive liquid crystal compound known as mesogens
- **RM257** (Bis-[4-(3-acryloyloxypropyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene): A reactive mesogen that can be combined with RM82 to lower the actuation temperature
- **EDDET** (2,2-(ethylenedioxy)diethanethiol): A joining molecule that links mesogens together into elongated chains
- **GDMP** (glycol di(3-mercaptopropionate)): A joining molecule that is used in place of EDDET for lower-temperature actuating fibers
- **TATATO** (1,3,5-triallyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6(1H,3H,5H)-trione): A common vinyl crosslinker that connects the chains to form an elastic network. Note: TATATO may arrive as a solid but can be melted in a lukewarm water bath to allow more straightforward measurement via pipette.
- **DPA** (Dipropylamine): A chemical initiator that catalyzes the first reaction where mesogens are linked into long chains resulting in a viscous resin that can be extruded and drawn.
- **I-651** (2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone): A photoinitiator that, when exposed to UV (365nm) light, starts the second reaction where TATATO binds the chains together, solidifying the fiber. Note: the photoinitiator must be stored in a dark area to avoid premature initiation.
- **BHT** (Butylated hydroxytoluene): A reaction inhibitor that extends the shelf life of the resin.

EDDET, TATATO, BHT, I-651, and DPA were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. GDMP was purchased from Fisher Scientific. RM82 and RM257 were purchased in small quantities from Sigma Aldrich and bulk from Daken Chemical.